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Incredible Curry Beef With Potato.
caribbeanpot.com/incredible-curry-beef-with-potato/

Curry Beef With Potato! Can Caribbean food get any better? Fork tender pieces of beef,
potatoes falling apart to form a rich and thick gravy, the overall flavors of curry, herbs and the
gentle kick of Caribbean Sunshine (scotch bonnet). Need I say more?

https://caribbeanpot.com/incredible-curry-beef-with-potato/
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You’ll Need…

3 lbs stewing beef (cubed)
 1/2 lemon (juice)

 3/4 tablespoon salt
 2 tablespoon Caribbean Green Seasoning

 1 tomato (diced)
 1/4 teaspoon black pepper

 1 teaspoon Amchar Massala
 1 tablespoon olive oil (for seasoning the beef)

 1/4 scotch bonnet pepper (sliced thin)
 2 tablespoon veg or olive oil

1 medium onion (diced)
 6-8 cloves garlic (diced)
 2 tablespoon curry powder

 1/4 cup water
 6 medium potatoes (cut into 1/4’s)

 3 cups water
 1-2 tablespoon chopped cilantro

https://caribbeanpot.com/how-to-make-the-green-seasoning-paste-thats-so-unique-to-caribbean-cuisine/
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NOTE! I used boneless beef, but pieces with bones will give you a better flavor to the dish.
With that in mind I added some oil to the beef when I seasoned it, to compensate for the lack
of fat. Additionally (important) If doing this recipe gluten free, please go through the
complete list of ingredients to make sure they meet with your specific gluten free dietary
needs. Especially the curry powder you use as some may contain flour as a filler. Use as
much (or none) Scotch Bonnet as you like.

https://caribbeanpot.com/cookbook/
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Cut the beef into 1-1.5 inch pieces and wash with lemon juice and cool water. Drain dry and
season with the salt, black pepper, Caribbean Green Seasoning, scotch bonnet, olive oil (1
tablespoon), tomato and Amchar Masala. Stir well and allow to marinate for at least 1 hour. If
you can’t source Amchar Masala, use roasted ground cumin.
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Heat your pot (something heavy works best IMHO) on a medium flame, go in with the 2
tablespoon veg (or olive) oil, turn the heat down to low and add the onion and garlic. Cook on
low for 2-3 minutes. As it cooks, add the curry powder to the 1/4 cup of water and stir to form
a slurry (set aside).
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Add the curry slurry to the pot (heat on medium now) and stir. Cook for about 3-4 minutes to
cook off the rawness of the curry and to bloom the spices which makes up a good curry
powder. It will go dark and start to clump.

Turn the heat to medium / high now and start adding the seasoned beef to the pot. Stir to
coat and pick up the curry base we created. Yes, you can add the marinade to the pot too. In
the same bowl you marinated the beef, add the water and stir (set aside for later).

https://caribbeanpot.com/cookbook/
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Place a lid on the pot (once it comes to a boil), heat down to low and cook for about 10-12
minutes.

Remove the lid, crank the heat up to high to burn off all the liquid it would have sprouted
naturally. It may take up to 5 -7 minutes to get back to the oil we started off with (at the
bottom of the pan).

Add the potatoes and stir to coat. Then add the water we had reserved in the bowl. Bring to a
boil, reduce to low, lid on and simmer for 45-50 minutes or until the beef is tender.
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Taste for salt and adjust and get the gravy to the consistency you like (cook longer if it’s too
thin). If the beef is not tender, you may need to cook on low for 30 minutes more. Add more
water if necessary. Toss in the cilantro as you turn off the heat.

This curry beef with potato is an excellent way to put cheaper cuts of beef to use. Adding the
potatoes is a means of stretching this dish to feed more people… something mom would do
when we were kids and she had to feed the entire family.
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/Pe7Pm8Niii4

https://youtu.be/Pe7Pm8Niii4

